Hanging Even Number of Frames in a Row on Wall Buddies

Mark your top center point on the wall. Determine how much space you would like to be between each frame adding in the space between the wall buddies and the edge of the frame.

Measure down distance from your top mark to the height that the wall buddies will sit. On either side of this new point measure out half the distance you got in the last step.

Moving outward, measure out the total distance between your wall buddies on either side.

Measure out the distance you got in the first step on either side.

Repeat steps 3 and 4 using the outer frames as reference until you have any additional frames mapped out.

Make sure all your points are level.

Hammer in all your hooks, making sure that the bottom of the hooks sit at the marks you made.

Slide the wall buddies of each frame over the hooks and make sure each frame is secure before letting go.

Share your new frames online and tag us!

Check out our Socials for more inspo/help
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